**Walk & Roll Neighborhood Scavenger Hunt**

It’s a Photo Hunt. Snap a shot of each item!

Can you find them all?

**RULES**

Scavenger Hunt Boundaries: Your neighborhood

Each photo counts for one item on the list.

Making a photo fun or funny is great!

Make it a selfie! Every picture must have you in it, in some form. It can just be a hand or foot.

You must travel under your own power. No cars!

Use common sense and follow the rules of the road when exploring outside. Do not risk injuring yourself, trespassing, or getting into trouble.

You are responsible for your health and safety. If something does not feel right, stop.

- A helping hand
- Roses are red
- Broken
- Two modes of transportation
- A cartoon character
- Animal wearing clothes
- Solar panel
- Over 100 years old
- In a cross walk
- Road with a bike lane
- Recycle
- Written in stone
- On a bike
- Electric vehicle
- Yum
- Fresh produce
- Public Transit vehicle
- Fair trade
- A mural
- Historic significance
- Multi-use path
- This doesn’t belong
- Sidewalk art
- Bicycle parked in a bike rack
- Growing in a garden

- Perspective: I am right side up—everything else is sideways
- 3 of the same items, but each a different color, all in one image
- Perspective: I’ve got a picture of a building in the palm of my hand

Get creative. Form teams. Have fun!